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Abstract. Microchannel heat sink plays a vital role in removing a considerable amount of heat flux 
from a small surface area from different electronic devices. In recent times, the rapid development of 
electronic devices requires the improvement of these heat sinks to a greater extent. In this aspect, the 
selection of appropriate substrate materials of the heat sinks is of vital importance. In this paper, three 
boron-based ultra-high temperature ceramic materials (ZrB2, TiB2, and HfB2) are compared as a 
substrate material in a microchannel heat sink using a numerical approach. The fluid flow and heat 
transfer are analyzed using the finite volume method. The results showed that the maximum 
temperature of the heat source didn’t exceed 355K at 3.6MWm-2 for any material. The results also 
indicated HfB2 and TiB2 to be more useful as a substrate material than ZrB2. By applying                              
3.6 MWm-2 heat flux at the source, the maximum obtained surface heat transfer coefficient was              
175.2 KWm-2K-1 in a heat sink having substrate material HfB2. 

Introduction 
The recent advancements in micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) have introduced a high 

demand for removing a considerable amount of heat flux from compact areas. With continuous 
improvements in semiconductors and high-density electronics circuits, the necessity of introducing 
efficient cooling techniques is ever increasing[1]. In many cases, an efficient cooling mechanism is 
one of the main obstacles in the advancements and miniaturization of these electronic circuits[1]. The 
high functioning electronic devices can produce more than 100 W/cm2 heat flux[2]. For the effective 
operation of the electronic devices in most cases, their operating temperature should be maintained 
below 401K[3]. To remove this high amount of heat flux from a small area, the concept of the 
microchannel heat sink was first introduced by Tuckerman and Pease in 1981[4]. They pointed out 
that decreasing the dimension of the flow channel to a micron-scale can effectively increase the heat 
transfer rate. In that experiment, they used a heat sink with a groove width and fin width of 50 µm, 
which could attain a heat transfer rate up to 10 Wcm-2K-1. Following that, extensive research has been 
carried out on optimizing the MCHS for the best performance regarding the improvement of heat 
transfer at a lower pressure loss and other factors[5–8]. 

The optimization procedure of this kind of heat exchangers can be done in a number of ways. The 
first method can be regarded as the geometry optimization[9–12]. The geometry optimization 
contains different channel shapes[5,13–16], and also choosing between single or double-layer sink 
configurations[17–22]. Another effective method is the selection of optimum working fluid to run 
through the microchannels. Hadad et al.[23] mentioned using water is more suitable than air as a 
cooling medium. Another advancement in this field is the introduction of the nanofluids. Jang et al. 
[8] used nanofluids such as 6 nm copper-in-water and 2 nm diamond-in-water. They showed that at 
the fixed pumping power of 2.25W, the performance of the heat sink was improved 10% compared 
to a microchannel heat sink using water. Similarly, many works have been reported using different 
nanofluids in microchannel heat sinks[7,24–27].  

Another aspect of improving heat transfer performance is the selection of appropriate material for 
the heat sink’s substrate. It can be noted that with a comparison with the geometry optimization and 
working fluid selection, the number of studies is very limited in this aspect[28,29]. Conventionally, 
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the micro-channel heat sink is manufactured by metals and metal alloys[28]. Kang et al.[30] analyzed 
a microchannel heat using silicon. Kuznetsov et al.[31] used copper microchannels for their analysis. 
Dang et al.[32] used aluminum as the material for their studies. But using these metals or metal alloys 
are limited at high temperatures, especially up to 8000C[6,32–36]. Ceramic materials can be suitable 
alternatives in this aspect[37–42]. These materials can withstand a higher temperature than metals 
without showing any deformations[43,44]. The obstacle that remains is the lower thermal 
conductivity of these materials[45]. And for using a material in a micro-channel heat sink, having an 
excellent thermal conductivity is very much needed. However, few advanced ceramics such as 
ZrB2[46–54], TiB2[55–58], HfB2[46,55,59–61] possess high thermal conductivities as well as 
excellent physical properties. 

Carmen et al.[62] applied a ceramic made microchannel heat exchanger on a microturbine. They 
showed silicon carbon nitride (SiCN) ceramic, as a stable material at temperatures up to 13000C, in a 
combustion gases media. Nagarajan et al.[63] studied a ceramic plate-fin exchanger fabricated by 
silicon-carbide (SiC). Nekahi et al.[52] performed analysis on the thermal performance of a 
microchannel heat exchanger constructed by TiB2–SiC and TiB2–SiC doped carbon nanofibers 
(TiB2–SiC–Cf) materials. They found a heat transfer improvement of 15.7% and 15.5% utilizing 
TiB2–SiC and TiB2–SiC–Cf, compared to Al2O3, respectively. Fattahi et al.[64] used aluminum 
nitride (AlN) to perform numerical simulations on a plate heat exchanger. Their results showed a 
remarkable heat transfer enhancement of 59%, compared to the Al2O3 made one. Vajdi et al.[53] 
proposed a micro-channel heat sink made of ZrB2, which could withstand 3.6 MW/m2 by not 
exceeding the heat source temperature more than 360K with working fluid water at 250 Reynolds 
number.  

The present study furthers the work done by Vajdi et al.[53] by introducing two other ultra-high 
temperature ceramic materials titanium diboride (TiB2) and hafnium diboride (HfB2), in 
manufacturing microchannel heat sink. These two materials show very similar thermal conductivities, 
as shown in figure 5 but slightly better than ZrB2 in the range of the working temperature of heat 
sinks. But they possess quite different heat capacity values, as seen in figure 6. The present work 
compares these two other ceramic materials with ZrB2 for introducing the most efficient one for 
manufacturing a heat sink. 

Problem Description 
The heat transfer and fluid flow inside a microchannel heat sink made by three different ceramic 

material is studied using the finite volume method. The geometry used for the simulation is illustrated 
in figure 1, which is based on experimental work done by [65]. The heat sink consists of rectangular 
channels having a dimension of 57×180µm. There are 110 channels with identical geometry 
constituating a length of 11mm. Since all the channels have the same geometry, similar heat transfer 
behavior can be found in all the channels. For computational advantages, only a single representative 
channel is selected for the computational model instead of investigating the whole MCHS. The 
working fluid considered is water having a temperature of T0=293K at the inlet. Mass flow inlet 
boundary condition was considered at the inlet, and the outlet was selected as a pressure outlet. The 
bottom wall of the heat sink is introduced with constant heat flux. The top wall of the sink is assumed 
to be having an insulated wall for generating a closed domain for fluid flow. The detailed geometric 
information and the boundary conditions are shown in figure 1 and figure 2. 
Geometric Model 

The geometric model, as shown in figure 1, is used for the analysis. The channel dimension is 
57×180µm. The length of the channels is the same as the length of the heat sink, which is 10mm. The 
geometry is modeled using Ansys ICEM CFD software. For computational advantages and similar 
fluid flow and heat transfer properties, one of the microchannels is selected for the analysis, as shown 
in figure 2.  
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Figure 1. Structure of microchannel heat sink 

 
Figure 2. The geometry used for simulation (half channel) 

Grid Generation 
We know that the accuracy of the numerical analysis relies very much on the grid generation. The 

accuracy of the results increases with the increase in the number of cells used for the discretization 
of the domain. The results are also affected by the type of cell elements used, especially in the case 
of flow-through small channels like microchannel heat sinks (MCHS). For the present analysis, 
tetrahedral cell elements are used for the solid domain, which allows us to generate a finer mesh in 
regions closer to the fluid domain, as shown in the figures 3 and 4. Hexahedral cells are used for the 
fluid domain for capturing the flow physics such as thermal and hydrodynamic boundary layers more 
accurately. 

 
Figure 3. Front view of the grid                   Figure 4. Isometric view of the grid 
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Governing Equations 
The governing equations are the standard continuity equation for conservation of mass,                 

Navier-Stokes equation for conservation of momentum, and the energy equation for predicting the 
conjugate heat transfer. During the analysis, the following assumptions are being made: 

(1) Steady-state fluid flow and heat transfer 
(2) Flow is incompressible 
(3) Laminar flow 
(4) Radiative heat transfer is negligible 
(5) No-slip boundary conditions for the inner wall of the flow channels 
(6) Constant fluid properties 
By incorporating the assumptions mentioned, the following governing equations of the fluid flow 

and heat transfer are obtained: 
− Conservation of mass (continuity): 

𝛻𝛻. 𝜈𝜈 = 0                                                                                                                                          (1) 

where, ν the is the velocity field and ∇ is the Nabla mathematical operator. 
− Conservation of momentum: 

𝜌𝜌𝑓𝑓𝜈𝜈.𝛻𝛻𝜈𝜈 =  − 𝛻𝛻𝛻𝛻 +  𝛻𝛻. (µ𝑓𝑓𝛻𝛻𝜈𝜈)                                                                                                     (2) 

where, ρf is fluid density, p is the pressure, and μf is the fluid viscosity. 
− Conservation of energy for fluid: 

𝜌𝜌𝑓𝑓𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝,𝑓𝑓 .𝛻𝛻𝛻𝛻 =   𝛻𝛻. (𝑘𝑘𝑓𝑓𝛻𝛻𝛻𝛻)                                                                                                               (3) 

where, Ϲp, 𝑓𝑓 is the fluid specific heat, 𝛻𝛻 is the temperature, 𝑘𝑘𝑓𝑓 is the fluid thermal conductivity.    
− Conservation of energy for solid: 

𝛻𝛻. (𝑘𝑘𝑠𝑠𝛻𝛻𝛻𝛻)  =  0                                                                                                                               (4) 

where, 𝑘𝑘s the is the solid thermal conductivity. 

Material Properties 
Microchannel heat sinks are used to recover high heat flux from high functioning electronic 

devices having a minimal surface area. Thus, high heat flux removal causes the sink temperature to 
increase rapidly and to a larger value. This higher temperature might damage the heat sink if we don’t 
use a durable material in manufacturing these heat removal devices. For which reason, ceramic 
materials can be a proper alternative for commonly used alloys or metals since these materials can 
work at high temperatures and, at the same time, can withstand the high resulted thermal stresses.  

However, in spite of showing excellent resistive properties against corrosions issues, most of the 
ceramic materials show quite low thermal conductivity and heat capacity values which are the most 
important factor for any material to be used as a substrate for any heat sink. But ZrB2, TiB2, and HfB2 
possess a remarkably good thermal conductivity as well as heat capacity, as shown in figure 5 and 
figure 6 which allow us to use these ceramic materials in microchannel heat sink. 
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Figure 5. Thermal conductivity of ZrB2[66], TiB2[67], and HfB2[46] 

 
Figure 6. Heat capacity of ZrB2[66], TiB2[67], and HfB2[46] 

Solution Methodology 
The governing equations of the fluid flow and heat transfer were solved by the finite volume 

method, which is based upon spatial integration of the governing equations over finite control 
volumes. Commercial CFD software package FLUENT version 17.0 has been used for the simulation. 
The solution was initialized by the boundary conditions, as mentioned in figure 2. The pressure-based 
steady-state 3D segregated solver has been used. The pressure-based solver uses a solution algorithm 
where the governing equations are solved sequentially. The conjugate boundary condition at                
solid-fluid interfaces ensures that the energy equation in solid and fluid zones are solved 
simultaneously. Temperature-dependent thermal conductivity and specific heat capacity of the 
materials are incorporated in the model using user-defined functions (UDF). Pressure-velocity 
coupling is done by SIMPLE (Semi Implicit Method for Pressure-Linked Equations) algorithm, 
which combines the continuity and momentum equations to derive the pressure-correction equation. 
The advective terms in momentum and energy equations are discretized by the second-order upwind 
scheme to contain the numerical errors. The entire domain was initialized with the conditions of the 
inlet boundary before starting the iterative process, where the reference zone was selected as fluid. 
Underrelaxation factors for the update of computed variables at each iteration are for pressure = 0.3, 
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momentum = 0.7 and energy = 1. Qualitative convergence has been judged by residual falling below 
10-6 for continuity, energy, and the velocity components. The quantitative convergence is judged by 
maximum substrate temperature remaining unchanged with subsequent iterations. 
Validation and Mesh Independence 

The numerical model was validated against the work done by Bhattacharya et al.[65]. According 
to their analysis, the material used for the microchannel heat sink was silicon, and the working fluid 
was selected as water. The temperature of water at the inlet was 293K. The flow Reynolds number 
was 250. The bottom wall of the heat sink was introduced with a heat source of 0.9 MW/m2. We can 
see the numerical model showed much agreement with the work presented in [65] as shown in figure 
7. So, the numerical model can be used for further analyzing the heat transfer and fluid flow for the 
microchannel heat sink using different substrate materials. The results have also been validated 
against the number of elements of the generated mesh. It has been seen that the results seem 
independent of the number of elements beyond 0.6 million elements. The generated grid for the 
analysis contained 755105 elements. 

 
Figure 7. Substrate wall temperature comparison between present work and ref [64] 

Results and Discussion 
A three-dimensional steady-state numerical simulation has been performed on the same geometry, 

as presented by Bhattacharya et al.[65]. Three different boron-based ceramic materials named 
hafnium diboride (HfB2), titanium diboride (TiB2), and zirconium diboride (ZrB2) are used as a 
substrate material for the microchannel heat sink. Four different heat fluxes are applied at the bottom 
wall of the heat sink. The working fluid flowing inside the channel is water having temperature at the 
inlet 293K. At first, the flow Reynolds number is kept 250 for the simulations changing the surface 
heat flux to obtain the substrate wall temperature.  

We know the main goal of these micro-channel heat sinks is to maintain the temperature of the 
electronic devices below a specific value. That’s why the temperature of the source of heat flux is 
plotted against the channel length for three different materials at different heat fluxes. We can see the 
maximum source temperature is maximum for ZrB2, followed by TiB2 and then HfB2. Heat sinks 
having material HfB2 and TiB2 shows quite a similar temperature range at the substrate because of 
their quite similar thermal conductivity values within the range of the temperature at the heat sink. 
The results show that the maximum surface temperature occurs at the exit of the channel. Analyzing 
the temperature plots of figures 8, 9, and 10, we can see that applying different heat fluxes at the 
bottom of the heat sinks, the heat sink having ZrB2 material shows maximum surface temperature 
followed by TiB2 and then HfB2.  
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Figure 8. Substrate wall temperature vs. channel length for HfB2 

 
Figure 9. Substrate wall temperature vs. channel length for TiB2 

 
Figure 10. Substrate wall temperature vs. channel length for ZrB2 
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Now, to compare the results obtained in the present study with literature, the maximum surface 
temperature at heat source with different heat fluxes are presented in table 1. The maximum substrate 
temperature obtained at the heat source by applying different heat fluxes at the bottom wall of the 
heat sink is compared with the data presented in [53]. The study presented by Vajdi et al.[53] 
comprises of a similar geometrical structure of a microchannel heat sink having the water as working 
fluid. The substrate material used in their study is zirconium di-boride (ZrB2). The data obtained in 
the present study are compared with the data presented in their research. As can be seen from table 1, 
the deviation of the data obtained in the present study is 1.1%. So, the data presented in this study 
agrees quite well with the data presented earlier in literature. 
Table 1. Comparison of maximum surface temperature with ZrB2 as substrate material between the 

present study and data obtained from [53] 

Heat flux at the 
bottom wall,  
q" (MW/m2) 

Maximum substrate 
temperature, present 

study  
(K) 

Maximum substrate 
temperature, ref[53] 

(K) 

Deviation 

0.9 309.99 308.37 0.52% 
1.8 325.55 323.74 0.55% 
2.7 342.85 339.10 1.10% 
3.6 357.48 354.47 0.85% 

One of the key factor to analyze the performance of any heat sink is to observe the heat transfer 
coefficient of the heat sink. The surface heat transfer coefficient on the bottom wall of the heat sink 
with three different substrate materials is shown in figure 11. As seen from figure 11, the surface heat 
transfer coefficient decreases along the channel length from inlet to outlet. This change is seen as the 
heat transfer coefficient parameter is directly proportional to the temperature difference between the 
solid and the fluid. Since the temperature of the fluid increases along the flow direction, the 
temperature difference also gets reduced which results in decreasing the surface heat transfer 
coefficient. The maximum heat transfer coefficient occurs at the inlet, and the minimum occurs at the 
outlet of the microchannel. Now, from figure 11, we can clearly see both HfB2 and TiB2 show a higher 
surface heat transfer coefficient at the heat source than that of ZrB2.  

 
Figure 11. Surface heat transfer coefficient vs. channel length at heat flux 3.6 MW/m2 
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Figure 12. Maximum surface temperature at base vs. Reynolds number 

Now, the effect of flow Reynolds number on the overall performance of the heat sink is analyzed. 
The applied heat flux at the bottom wall of the heat sink is kept 3.6MW/m2 and the flow Reynolds 
number is changed from 250 to 1000. The maximum temperature obtained at the heat source with 
different substrate materials are presented in figure 12. The increase in Reynolds number reduces the 
maximum surface temperature since it increases the convective heat transfer coefficient from the 
surface. But by analyzing figure 12, it can be seen that the increase in Reynolds number is not always 
advantageous. As the decrease in the maximum surface temperature with the increase in Reynolds 
number does not follow a straight line. Rather, the decrease in maximum surface temperature is less 
at higher Reynolds number. It can also be seen from figure 12 that, the maximum surface temperature 
obtained at the heat source is lesser for HfB2 and TiB2 substrate materials than ZrB2. 

As mentioned earlier, one of the key parameter to evaluate the performace of any heat sink is to 
compare the heat transfer coefficient. The maximum surface heat transfer coefficient with three 
susbtrate materials at different Reynolds number is presented in figure 13. The heat transfer 
coefficient is calculated at the bottom wall of the microchannel heat sink where the heat flux is 
applied. It is seen from figure 13 that, the maximum surface heat transfer coefficient is much higher 
for HfB2, followed by TiB2 and ZrB2. 

 
Figure 13. Maximum heat transfer coefficient at heat sink base vs. Reynolds number 
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Figure 14. Heat source wall temperature vs. channel length at 3.6 MW/m2 heat flux at different 

Reynolds number for ZrB2 

 
Figure 15. Heat source wall temperature vs. channel length at 3.6 MW/m2 heat flux at different 

Reynolds number for TiB2 
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Figure 16. heat source wall temperature vs. channel length at 3.6 MW/m2 heat flux at different 

Reynolds number for HfB2 

Finally the effect of flow Reynolds number on the substrate wall temperature is presented in figures 
14, 15 and 16. With the increase in flow Rreynolds number, the maximum temperature occurring at 
the heat source gradually decreases. By analyzing the figures, we can reach to the coclusion that HfB2 
is more efficient in keeping the temperature below a certain point, followed by TiB2 and lastly ZrB2. 
From figures 14, 15, and 16, we can also have a clear idea that the maximum wall temperature of the 
heat sinks can be kept at a lower value by increasing the flow Reynolds number means increasing the 
fluid velocity at the inlet. But as we increase the flow Reynolds number more and more, the 
improvements don’t seem to be significant. It might be noted that increased inlet velocity results in 
higher pressure loss along the flow direction and thus requires more pumping power. 

Conclusions 
The heat transfer in a microchannel heat sink is numerically analyzed with finite volume method. 

Water, having a inlet temperature of 273K, is taken as the working fluid. Three different ceramic 
materials (ZrB2, TiB2, and HfB2) are compared as substrate material for the heat sink. The following 
conclusions are reached after the present study, 

• All of the ceramic materails possess excellent potentialities to be used as a heat transfer 
agents sue to their higher thermal conductivities and heat capacity values. 

• The numerical data obtained in the present study agree well with the data collected from 
literature. 

• Microchannel heat sink (MCHS) can offer high heat transfer coefficients at higher 
Reynolds number. 

• The maximum temperature obtained at the heat source decreases with the increase in 
Reynolds number. 

• Heat sink having substrate materials TiB2 and HfB2 show nearly identical performance. 
• HfB2 offers the maximum heat surface heat transfer coefficient followed by TiB2 and 

ZrB2. 
The use of ultra-high temperature ceramic materials in microchannel heat sinks can result in 

significant improvements in heat transfer. As we can see at 3.6 MW/m2 heat flux, the maximum 
surface temperature didn’t exceed 355K with water as a working fluid. HfB2 and TiB2 perform more 
efficiently than ZrB2 in obtaining a higher heat transfer coefficient. After watching the heat transfer 
coefficient for the three materials, we can conclude that HfB2 and TiB2 both can be used in 
microchannel heat sinks. Among these two, HfB2 shows better heat transfer performance. 
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